
Subject: X6321/1
Fw: [WHITLOCK] John Whitlock d.1659
From:
"WILLIAM M. WHITLOCK" <whitpdx8@msn.com>
Date:
Tue, 21 Aug 2007 18:59:43 -0700
To:
"Peter Whitlock" <whitlock@bcegg.com>

Hi Peter,

Maybe you can help this person.

Bill Whitlock (W16\ML174)
Portland, Oregon
----- Original Message -----
From: gc-gateway@rootsweb.com
To: WHITLOCK-L@rootsweb.com
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2007 1:27 PM
Subject: Re: [WHITLOCK] John Whitlock d.1659

This is a Message Board Post that is gatewayed to this mailing list.

Author: vickyhouse2002
Surnames: Whitelocke of Strancally Castle
Classification: queries

Message Board URL:

http://boards.rootsweb.com/surnames.whitlock/68.74.75.76.133/mb.ashx

Message Board Post:

Hi all,
I am very interested in this information about the Bulstrode Whitelocke as I am trying to
prove a family link to him. I am researching this at the moment.

So far I have the Lloyd family tree and the Whitelocke family tree back to Bulstrode and
further back. But I need to prove a link to my great Aunt Elizabeth Otoole who married
Percy Gamaliel Whitelocke Lloyd the son of William Whitelocke Lloyd the Zulu War
artist and his grandfather was George Whitelocke Whitelocke Lloyd and the three
generations lived at Strancally Catle in Waterford, Cork Ireland.
The Whitelocke family esp. Bulstrode lived at Fawley Castle near the M25 motorway. I
have managed to find the family trees online and pictures of the family of Whitelocke
are online at the National Portrait Gallery. They link to the Earls of Cork the Boyle
family, the Earls of Belmore, Earls of Orrery, and other families Lloyd, Butler family
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Earls of Carrick, Willoughby family Lords of Parham, Cecil family Earls of Salisbury and
Mostyn and Wynne families.

Can help me find the marriage certificate of Percy to Elizabeth between 1909 and 1940.
I have Elizabeth's death certificate in 1940 and it does mention she is his wife. Percy's
first wife was ? but they married 1909 at Strancally Castle. I could also do with her
death certificate.

I will be willing to send via email, website details to anyone who can help me track down
the marriages of Percy.
Strancally Castle is in Waterford, Cork.

Thanks

Important Note:
The author of this message may not be subscribed to this list. If you would like to reply
to them, please click on the Message Board URL link above and respond on the board.

W02H
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8/25/2007 4:40 AM

MESSAGE SENT THROUGH YOUR WEBSITE

This form was submitted: Aug 25 2007 / 14:40:22
by a visitor with this IP Address: 81.101.237.190

userid = dickwhit
realname = victoria house
email = vickyhouse2002@yahoo.co.uk
Mail = England
Zip =
City =
State =
Country =
URL = http://
Comment = I am still looking for further data on Percy Gamaliel Whitelocke Lloyd, I can
see that he was married on 15 June 1909 but not sure to who? I think he married twice
and that the second wife was Elizabeth "kitty" O'toole my great aunt. She died 1940 and
I have her death certificate which says she is the wife of Percy. She was aged 42 in
1940. She was aged 11 in 1909 when Percy was first married aged 19. He was a
Private in the army and I have his photo. Percy's father was William Whitlocke Lloyd
and his grandfather was George Whitelocke Whitelocke Lloyd who all lived at Strancally
Castle, Waterford, Cork, Ireland between 1870's and 1950's. Percy had sister.
Does anyone have any further details on the family especailly Percy who I need to find
his birth certificate and two marriage certificates. I have looked at National Archives for
Ireland website but it could not find anything interesting on the family. I have the
Whitelocke family tree, The Mostyn family tree, but need more details on the Lloyd
family tree as the further back I go the better the information. I need present day
information about Percy.
Can anyone help me?
Thankyou in advance
Victoria House



Subject: X6321/4
Re: Percy Gamaliel Whitelocke
From:
vicky house <vickyhouse2002@yahoo.co.uk>
Date:
Sat, 25 Aug 2007 13:46:52 +0100 (BST)
To:
whitlock@one-name.org

The file I have attacted is what I have so far on Elizabeth Otoole. I still need to prove
that she is my Great Aunt but due to the fact I managed to get her death certificate and
it has that she was married to Percy Gamaliel Whitelocke Lloyd is some proof that she
is my relation. I would just like their marriage certificate to prove who her father was and
then it should tie in with me.

I have in the file copied out everything I can see on the certificate.

I have also found somewhere 2 photographs of a Mrs Whitelocke Lloyd from Strancally
Castle dated 15th June 1909. But as Elizabeth was only 11 at the time and Percy was
19. I don't think his first wife was Elizabeth. I shall find the information and send it to you
in a moment.

Regards

Victoria House



Subject: X6321/5
Re: Percy Gamaliel Whitelocke
From:
vicky house <vickyhouse2002@yahoo.co.uk>
Date:
Sat, 25 Aug 2007 14:24:23 +0100 (BST)
To:
whitlock@one-name.org

Hello again Peter,
There is two photographs held as part of the Poole Collection who where
photographers between 1884-1954 in Waterford Mr A.H Poole.
The two pictures with the reference numbers 1938 and 1939 are of Mrs Whitelock Lloyd
on her wedding day at Strancally Castle on 15th June 1909. I have seen them on the
list of pictures but not seen them yet. The website www.nli.ie/poole/ is part of the
National Library of Ireland is not working at the moment. The link online says Page 1.
there is 65,000 pictures in the collection. I think you maybe able to find a better link via
the Nationa Archives England.

I'd be very greatful if anyone has any further details or tell me where and how I go about
get the wedding certificate for 1909 Percy to mystery woman?

Thanks
Vicky House



Subject: X6321/6
Re: Percy Gamaliel Whitelocke
From:
vicky house <vickyhouse2002@yahoo.co.uk>
Date:
Sat, 25 Aug 2007 15:43:41 +0100 (BST)
To:
whitlock@one-name.org

Death Certificate of Elizabeth Whitelocke Lloyd

Died 10th April 1940 at Strancally Castle, Lismore
Elizabeth Whitelocke Lloyd
Female
Married
Aged 42 years
Wife of Army Captain
Died of Influenza 6 days cardiac failure certified
Percy C Whitelocke Lloyd Present at death Strancally
Registered 23rd April 1940 at Tallow Lismore Waterford
Certificate number 37
Registrar of Births and Deaths Joseph O’Mahony
L326 L10



Subject: X6321/7
Re: Percy Gamaliel Whitelocke
From:
vicky house <vickyhouse2002@yahoo.co.uk>
Date:
Sat, 25 Aug 2007 16:18:36 +0100 (BST)
To:
whitlock@one-name.org

Hi Peter,

I have been trawling the internet and found alot of the pictures on the Whitelocke family
tree.

I have found out that the Whitelocke Lloyd family is that of Bulstrode Whitelocke and
links to the families of Boyle - Earls of Cork, Walliboughby, Earls of Belmore, Mostyn,
Wynne, Horton, Butler.

Bulstrode seems like such a fellow as he was in parliment the same time as Oliver
Cromwell and made friends with Cromwells friends as well as his foes. I have been
looking at the National Portraite gallery of England online and found alot of the pictures
of the connecting families. There was a Whitelocke who was a Sciencists. The
Whitelocke family are full of people of power. Great family to link to.
The Lloyd family only goes back to George Lloyd who died 1783. Horton family back to
1757 and Mostyn family.

I just need the data relating to Strancally Castle and Percy. Percy's father was Lt.
William Whitelocke Lloyd and he was in the Zulu War 1879 and in his spare time
painted scenes for the war. Some of the pictures have just been published for the first
time in a book by a man who's name I have just forgotten. He got killed in Jan.2007 just
a few days before the book was printed.

It was also supported by the Judith Beches and her husband family who must be
related to Agnes de la Beche. I have been in touch with them. They had got the pictures
via William from a aunty of cousin connection. Book cost £100.00 here.

I have a very strange way in why Percy married Elizabeth Otoole - Elizabeth's father
was I think Patrick Otoole who was RSM for the Tyneside Irish. Elizabeth's brother John
Joseph Otoole was killed in WW1 in Flanders fields and was said to have (had he lived)
would of got a VC. But was killed 7 days after the event he would of got the VC for.
Another Otoole, Edmund - was also in the Zulu War and is daid to be connected to our
Otoole family. But I can not find the connection as Patrick is proving rather hard to find.
My father is working on the theory that Patrick had another surname. Edmund on the
other hand has little information about him regarding his date of birth and place -
unknown. Date of death and place - unknown. Some say he died in 1891 but he was
under Capt. Heany in the cape police and in 1900 is mentioned in the newspaper of
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1900 The Black and White Budget (which I have seen online) says that Edmund and

another chap are too old to be in the Boer War and sitting there in the Cape retired.

So Percy's father William may have come across Edmund and if Edmund was related
to Patrick Otoole and his daughters Elizabeth, Henrietta (who was my great
grandmother) who married Charles House (my great grandfather), then Elizabeth ended
up working for Percy as his nurse maid after his first wife had died after 1909. Then
Percy married Elizabeth before 1940 when she died at Strancally Castle.

And to top this off there was a court case about Percy and his sale of Strancally Castle I
think I was told by Judith Becher as Percy's sister was not happy after not getting
anything for the sale of the Castle so she took him to court - this would of bee about
1946-48. Which I have still not found anything about. Oh and there is another book
about the history of Strancally Castle about £40.00.

Vicky House



Subject: X6321/9
Re: Percy Gamaliel Whitelocke lloyd
From:
vicky house <vickyhouse2002@yahoo.co.uk>
Date:
Sun, 26 Aug 2007 12:57:53 +0100 (BST)
To:
whitlock@one-name.org

Hi Peter,

The details of the £100.00 book are as follows
by David Rattray who's family lived near to Rorkes Drift for years. He died on 26th Jan
2007. The book published is A Solider Artist in Zululand pictures by William Whitelocke
Lloyd of the 24th Reg of the Royal Regiment of Wales. Can been seen on The Royal
Regiment of Wales Shop. It says William was on active service while there between
July 1878 to Sept 1897. And he was at the battle of Ulundi - which is where Edmund
Otoole was who won a VC in that battle.

There is also on that website Cd and audio tapes that David Rattray did of the battles
after alot of research and he also did tours of the battlefields out there. I may get the
book and the tapes and it maybe able to tell me more about William Whitelocke Lloyd
and of Edmund Otoole as well. Just need a job at the moment to get paid so I can pay
for them.

Any luck on finding what you were going to find for me?

Regards

Vicky House, England.



Subject: X6321/10
Re: Percy Gamaliel Whitelocke lloyd
From:
vicky house <vickyhouse2002@yahoo.co.uk>
Date:
Sun, 26 Aug 2007 13:02:55 +0100 (BST)
To:
whitlock@bcegg.com

I forgot to ask also have you ever been in touch with a Alan Jones of Wales? He is on
Ancestry website in the Archives for 18 Oct 1998 as saying he has distant relatives
Percy, William and George Whitelocke Lloyd of Strancally Caslte. I have sent him and
email to his address ajones9446@aol.com but have had no reply yet. I have also left a
message for him online but if this is an old email address he won't be getting a
message to him that anyone is after him.

Please any chance you have been in touch with him? Or anyone else researching this
lineage.

Regards

Vicky House



Subject: X6321/11
Re: Percy Gamaliel Whitelocke lloyd
From:
vicky house <vickyhouse2002@yahoo.co.uk>
Date:
Sun, 26 Aug 2007 18:20:08 +0100 (BST)
To:
whitlock@one-name.org

Hi Peter,

I have already tried to email Alan Jones but it must be an old email address as I have
not had any reply back from him yet.

They was a story that one of Percy's two wifes was a house maid/ nurse maid and it
may have been his first wife. Judith Becher told me that she drank herself to death and
later Percy would of gone the same way too. Elizabeth "kitty" Otoole was the daughter
of a Army RSM so may have been of a better match. It's a shame death certificates
don't include dates of marriage which would be helpful.

Sorry but correction is also needed to you. George Whitelocke Whitelocke Lloyd is the
grandfather of Percy as his father was William Whitelocke Lloyd. I did find William's
wife's name which I will send to you later when I find it again.

I have just found a website which should on the newspaper front - The Southern Star of
Cork http://www.southernstar.ie/archives.php these date from 1892-2000.

I am in the process of looking further at these. The pages are on a paid per view
system but I have found away around this if you wish to know more.

Regards
Vicky House



Subject: X6321/12
Re: Percy Gamaliel Whitelocke lloyd
From:
vicky house <vickyhouse2002@yahoo.co.uk>
Date:
Sun, 26 Aug 2007 19:05:19 +0100 (BST)
To:
whitlock@bcegg.com

Hello Peter,
I have had a look at the Whitlock02 file and yes Percy is listed and his two wife's first
name unknown but marriage date 15 June 1909 and 2nd married to Elizabeth Otoole -
now who added that detail - I would like to know please?

Percy is Percy Gamaliel Whitelocke Lloyd.

I did see William's wife was that of Catherine Anna Mona Brougham which I had found.

George Whitelocke Lloyd is George Whitelocke Whitelocke Lloyd.

I need to ask the record office that has the photographs of Percy's wedding of 1909 to
see if they have a name of his wife. I think this is my next task. But as I can't get the
page up (page 1 of the Poole collection no. 1938/39).

You can get a copy of the photograph for your own use but to reproduce them then you
have to pay.

I shall try and get the website back in view for myself and get an email sent off for the
details.

Thanks

Vicky House



Subject: X6321/13
Re: Percy Gamaliel Whitelocke lloyd
From:
vicky house <vickyhouse2002@yahoo.co.uk>
Date:
Mon, 27 Aug 2007 18:15:57 +0100 (BST)
To:
whitlock@one-name.org

I need to put you in touch with Judith Becher as she her father in law looked after
Winifred - Percy's sister in her old age and that is how she got the paintings of William
Whitelocke Lloyd and has spent 5 years working with David Rattray who got killed on
26th Jan 2007 a couple of days before his book got published about the painting of
William W.L.

A Solider Artish in Zululand 1879 William Whitelocke Lloyd and can be seen on The
Royal Regiment of Wales shop.

I need to ask Judith for some more information myself so I shall send her your details.

She told me about Percy marrying twice and that William also had 3 sisters and their
mother was Selina Jane Henry. George's other 2 wives his not give him any more
children.

I don't know the names of the sisters I will have to ask Judith.

I do like your website - it holds a lot of information. I can't remember if he has much on
it about the connections to the other landed gentry families? If not I should do you a list
for your website.

Regards

Vicky House

WO2H


